Call for Participation - papers, workshops, sessions

The 13th International Conference on Computer Science and Information Technologies (CSIT-2021)
September 27 – October 1, 2021, Yerevan, Armenia
https://www.csit.am

The major topics include, but are not limited to the following:
Algorithms, Automata and Logic; Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning; Cloud and High Performance Computing; Cognitive Algorithms and Models; Cryptography and Cyber-security; Design and Test; Discrete Mathematics and Combinatorial Analysis; Information Technologies Applications; Information Theory and Coding Theory; Distributed Systems; Big Data and IoT; Pattern Recognition and Image Processing; Telecommunication and Networking

Important dates:
- March 31, 2021: Workshop Proposals
- May 31, 2021: Papers submission deadline
- June 30, 2021: Notification of acceptance
- July 31, 2021: Final papers due
- August 31, 2021: Deadline for early registration

Organized by:
National Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Armenia,
Institute for Informatics and Automation Problems

Conference Chair:
Yu. Shoukourian, National Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Armenia

Program and Technical Committee:

Members:
- S. Agaian (USA), A. Ajemov (Russia), L. Aslanyan (Armenia), H. Astsatryan (Armenia), A. Avetisyan (Russia), A. Bode (Germany), A. Bogdanov (Russia), A. Brogi (Italy), A. Degtyarev (Russia), J. Demetrovics (Hungary), I. Duff (UK), I. Guessarian (France), E. Haroutunian (Armenia), M. Haroutunian (Armenia), G. Khachatryan (Armenia), V. Korenkov (Russia), G. Margarov (Armenia), A. Nanassian (Armenia), E. Pogossian (Armenia), V. Sahakyan (Armenia), H. Sarukhanyan (Armenia), S. Shoukourian (Armenia), A. Slissenko (France), P. Sloot (The Netherlands), D. Tavangarian (Germany), H. Uchida (Japan), Yu. Zhuravlev (Russia), Y. Zorian (USA)

Local Organizing Committee:
- V. Sahakyan (Chair), H. Sahakyan, A. Mirzoyan, A. Petrosyan, G. Petrosyan, Sh. Sargsyan

Papers Submissions:
Authors are invited to submit papers/posters in PDF format (template available on the Conference website) by submission system. Experts will review all submitted papers considering the criteria of originality, scientific merit and relevance to the conference topics. Accepted papers will be published (up to 4 pages in length) in the Conference Proceedings.

The conference program will include presentations and poster sessions, along with prominent keynote speakers and thematic workshops.
There will be an option for virtual participation for anyone who chooses not to travel due to the COVID-19 situation.

Contacts:
National Academy of Sciences of Armenia, 24, M. Baghramian ave, Yerevan, 0019, Armenia
Institute for Informatics and Automation Problems, 1, P. Sevak str., Yerevan, 0014, Armenia
E-mail: csit@sci.am, Phones: (+37410) 527090, 282030, 282050